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Procedures are described for significantly improving the sensi- troscopy was examined theoretically first by Shimizu (3); sub-
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ivity of the recently proposed TROSY (transverse relaxation-
ptimized spectroscopy) experiment (K. Pervushin et al., 1997,
roc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94, 12366–12371). The TROSY exper-

ment takes advantage of destructive interference between dipolar
nd chemical shift anisotropy relaxation mechanisms to achieve
ubstantial reductions in resonance linewidths in heteronuclear
orrelation spectra; the effect is significant particularly for studies
f large molecular weight systems at very high static magnetic
eld strengths. A =2 improvement in the sensitivity of the
ROSY experiment is achieved by implementation of the PEP

preservation of equivalent pathways) scheme (J. Cavanagh and
. Rance, 1990, J. Magn. Reson. 88, 72–85). An additional sig-

ificant improvement in sensitivity for 15N-labeled samples in H2O
olution is realized through a simple modification of the 1H–15N
ROSY pulse sequence to return the water magnetization to its
quilibrium position (1z axis) at the beginning of the acquisition
eriod. Relaxation-induced imbalance between the coherence
ransfer pathways utilized in the TROSY refocusing period is
hown theoretically and experimentally to give rise to additional
nanticipated signals in TROSY spectra. © 1999 Academic Press

Key Words: NMR; TROSY; sensitivity improvement; hetero-
uclear correlation; macromolecules.

INTRODUCTION

Dramatic increases in spectral resolution and sensitivi
eteronuclear correlation NMR spectroscopy of macrom
ules in solution were demonstrated recently by Pervushin
o-workers (1). The origin of these improvements lies in
estructive interference between1H–X dipolar (DD) and the
-nucleus chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) relaxation me
isms for specific spin-multiplet components (2). At very high
agnetic field strengths, nearly complete cancellation o
irect dipolar and CSA relaxation processes can be ach

or specific nuclear spin transitions in a heteronuclearAX spin
ystem; consequently, spin–spin relaxation rates for sp
ultiplet components can be reduced significantly. Thes

erference effects thereby offer the possibility of substant
mproved spectral resolution and sensitivity for macrom
ules of high molecular mass.
DD–CSA interference, or cross-correlation, in NMR sp
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equently, numerous papers have been published that de
ore fully the theoretical aspects of DD–CSA cross-corr

ion and describe practical applications of the measureme
uch effects [see (2) and references therein]. The influence
D–CSA interference on resonance linewidths in biomolec
MR studies was pointed out by Redfield in regard to
ucleic acid work of Gue´ronet al. (4). Griffey and Redfield (5)
nticipated the resolution and sensitivity advantages that
e obtained in heteronuclear correlation spectroscopy thr

he simple expedient of collecting the data without decoup
n order to realize the benefits of destructive DD–CSA in
erence. This idea forms the basis of the transverse relaxa
ptimized spectroscopy (TROSY) experiment developed
ervushinet al. (1).
In the applications for which TROSY-type experiments
ost beneficial, sensitivity undoubtedly will be a key iss
hus, further developments that provide increased sensi
ill have a significant impact on the feasibility of the exp
ents and the quality of the data recorded. The present
escribes two simple procedures that allow the inherent s

ivity of the original TROSY experiment to be improved by
east 40%, and possibly more; this enhancement reduce
pectrometer time necessary to achieve a particular sign
oise figure by at least a factor of 2. The first proced
odifies the manner in which the data are recorded, but
ot alter the NMR pulse sequence itself. The second proc

nvolves a minor modification of the pulse sequence in ord
void saturation of the solvent resonance. The benefits of
rocedures are demonstrated in1H–15N TROSY experiment
n (2H, 15N)-labeled triosephosphate isomerase (TIM), a s
etric dimer with a total molecular mass of 54 kDa (248 am
cid residues per monomer). Details of the TROSY experim
re also illustrated using data recorded for calbindin D9k, a
mall calcium-binding protein with a molecular mass of
Da (75 amino acid residues).

THEORY

A straightforward analysis of the spin dynamics in the TRO
xperiment described by Pervushinet al. (1) indicates that a=2
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93SENSITIVITY-IMPROVED TROSY EXPERIMENTS
mplementation of the PEP (preservation of equivalent pathw
ethod that has been widely applied in numerous experim

uch as homonuclear TOCSY (6, 7) and various heteronucle
orrelation experiments (8–13). PEP is a general approa
hereby a conventional pulse sequence for a desired expe

s redesigned to preserve two essentially equivalent cohe
ransfer pathways. The signals from the two pathways ar
orded simultaneously and separated after acquisition as p
he data processing protocol. In one approach, the two signa
rocessed to obtain two identical spectra with the same sens
s a conventional experiment recorded in the same total tim

he improved sensitivity is obtained by adding the two inde
ent spectra (6, 7). In an alternative approach, the two signals
sed as a complex pair to provide frequency discrimination i
elevant indirect dimension of the multidimensional experim
11, 12). This procedure obviates the need for separate colle
f a phase-shifted orthogonal data set for frequency discrimin
nd results in identical sensitivity in half the acquisition t
equired for a conventional experiment. In either case, a sens
mprovement by a factor up to=2 per unit time is achieved fo
ach frequency dimension in which the PEP procedure ca
pplied. The practical implementation of the PEP methodo
epends on the details of individual experiments. In some c
o change in the actual pulse sequence is necessary (6), whereas
ther cases require some reengineering of the original puls
uence (7–12). If the original pulse sequence must be lengthe

o implement the PEP method, then additional relaxation ef
an reduce the actual sensitivity gain below=2 (7, 8).
The TROSY experiment of Pervushin and co-workers alr

s suited ideally for implementation of the PEP procedure, an
hanges in the actual pulse sequence are necessary. PEP
lemented in TROSY simply by separating the phase-cy
teps into two halves, and accumulating the data separately
wo reduced phase cycles. For the convenience of the p
iscussion, the original TROSY pulse sequence, with the pha

he first proton 180° pulse changed fromx to y (vide infra), is
eproduced in Fig. 1a. In order to demonstrate how the
nhancement is achieved, a detailed analysis of the spin dyn
uring the pulse sequence is useful.
The theoretical treatment of coherence transfer and relax

ffects during the TROSY experiment parallels the analysis
ormed for PEP sensitivity enhancement of other heteronu
orrelation experiments (7, 8). The Cartesian basis product op
tors with I 5 1H and S 5 15N are utilized to represent th
volution of the density operator through the pulse sequ
14–17). For clarity, the relaxation decay functions for the in
idual multiplet components during the evolution periodt1 are no
hown; these are given in (1) and do not affect the prese
nalysis. Only components of the density operator origin
ith proton spin polarization are considered. The small cont

ion to the density operator and detected signal from15N spin
olarization is ignored for simplicity; however, the effects
elaxation on these components of the density operator c
nalyzed analogously. Unlike most heteronuclear correlatio
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eriments, signals arising from the original15N spin polarization
ontribute constructively to the desired TROSY spectra
hould be preserved in the experiment (1).
Prior to the first15N 90° pulse of phasef1 (see Fig. 1a), th

ensity operator is given by

s~0! 5 22I zSz. [1]

FIG. 1. Pulse sequences for (a) the original TROSY experiment (1) and (b)
TROSY experiment modified to incorporate water flip-back. Narrow and

ars represent RF pulses with 90° and 180° nominal flip angles, respectiv
ulses have phase1x unless otherwise indicated. The final proton composite
ulse is part of a WATERGATE (27) scheme, and thus is designed to nomin
e a 180° pulse for the spectral region of interest and a 0° or 360° pulse
ater magnetization. Either the originally proposed 908x(selective)–18082x(nonse-

ective)–908x(selective) composite sequence (27) or crafted composite 180° puls
uch as the so-called 3–9–19 sequence (25) can be used. For sequence (b)
roton transmitter frequency must be placed at the water resonance frequ
chieve the desired flip-back of the water magnetization at the end of thet1 period.
ipolar gradients G2 are inserted in thet1 period of sequence (b) to minimi

adiation damping. The delayt 5 0.5/JNH. To implement the PEP scheme
ensitivity enhancement, the conventional phase cycle is divided into two h
ith separate recording of the two FIDs. For experiments performed on V

NOVA spectrometers (see text for changes required for a Bruker DRX spec
ter), the first FID is recorded withf1 5 (1y, 2y, 2x, 1x), f2 5 1y, f3 5 1x,
ndf4 5 (1x, 2x, 1y, 2y), while the second FID is acquired withf1 5 (1y, 2y,
x, 1x), f2 5 2y, f3 5 2x, andf4 5 (2x, 1x, 1y, 2y). The required dat
rocessing for the PEP scheme is described in the text. The magnetic field g
ulses are: (a) G1, amplitude5 5 G/cm, duration5 400ms; G25 20 G/cm, 1 ms
3 5 5 G/cm, 400ms; G45 12 G/cm, 400ms; and (b) G15 5 G/cm, 400ms,
2 5 4 G/cm, 320ms; G35 5 G/cm, 400ms; G45 12 G/cm, 400ms. The G2
radient pulse in sequence (b) should be set at a level sufficient to p
ignificant radiation damping of the water magnetization during thet1 period.
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94 RANCE, LORIA, AND PALMER
1 5 y and the density operator after thet1 period is given by

s~t1! 5 22I zSxcos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!

2 Sysin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!

2 2I zSycos~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!

1 Sxsin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1! [2]

n which JNH is the one-bond N–H scalar coupling cons
ndVN is the chemical shift of the15N spin.
Direct analysis of the TROSY refocusing period (beginn
ith the 90°1H pulse following thet1 period and ending wit

he final15N 90° pulse prior to acquisition) yields the followi
ffective propagator,

U 5 expS2i
p

2
Sf3DexpS2i

p

2
2I zSzDexpS2i

p

2
I xD

3 expS i
p

2
SyDexpS2i

p

2
2I zSzDexpS2i

p

2
If2D [3]

n which t 5 1/(2JNH) has been assumed. For the first ste
he phase cycle, the density operator given by Eq. 2 ev
hrough the TROSY refocusing period as

s~t1!O¡
p/ 2 I y

22I x Sxcos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!

2 Sysin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!

2 2I x Sycos~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!

1 Sxsin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!

O¡
p/ 2 2I zSz

22I x Sxcos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2RMQt!

1 2I z Sxsin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2R2St!

2 2I x Sycos~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2RMQt!

1 2I z Sysin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2R2St!

O¡
p/ 2 I x, 2 p/ 2 Sy

22I x Szcos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2RMQt!

2 2I y Szsin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2R2St!

2 2I x Sycos~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2RMQt!

2 2I y Sysin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2R2St!

O¡
p/2 2IzSz

2Iycos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@RMQ 1 R2I#t!

1 Ixsin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 R2I#t!
t

f
es

2 2Iy Sysin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2@R2S1RMQ#t!

O¡
p/ 2 Sx

2I ycos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@RMQ 1 R2I#t!

1 I xsin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 R2I#t!

2 2I x Szcos~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~22RMQt!

2 2Iy Szsin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 RMQ#t!

[4]

n which exponential damping of the amplitudes of sin
uantum1H coherences, single-quantum15N coherences, an
ultiple-quantum coherences during the delayst have bee

ncluded in the expressions for the density operator.
The relaxation rate constants for single-quantum1H coher-

nce, single-quantum15N coherence, and multiple-quantu
oherence are given by (17, 18)

R2I 5 ~dI S
2 /8!@4J~0! 1 J~vI 2 vS! 1 3J~vI!

1 3J~vS!1 6J~vI 1 vS!#

1 ~cI
2/6!@4J~0! 1 3J~vI!# 1 ~cS

2 / 2!J~vS!

1 O
K

~dI K
2 /8!@5J~0! 1 9J~vI! 1 6J~2vI!# [5]

R2S 5 ~dI S
2 /8!@4J~0! 1 J~vI 2 vS! 1 3J~vS!

1 3J~vI!1 6J~vI 1 vS!#

1 ~cS
2/6!@4J~0! 1 3J~vS!# 1 ~cI

2/ 2!J~vI!

1 O
K

~dI K
2 /8!@ J~0! 1 3J~vI! 1 6J~2vI!# [6]

RMQ 5 ~dI S
2 /8!@ J~vI 2 vS! 1 3J~vS!

1 3J~vI! 1 6J~vI 1 vS!#

1 ~cI
2/6!@4J~0! 1 3J~vI!#

1 ~cS
2/6!@4J~0! 1 3J~vS!#

1 O
K

~dIK
2 /8!@5J~0! 1 9J~vI! 1 6J~2vI!# [7]

n which

dIJ 5 gIgJhm0r IJ
23/~8p2! [8]

cJ 5 vJDsJ /Î3. [9]

0 is the permittivity of free space;h is Planck’s constant;gI and

S are the gyromagnetic ratios of theI andSspins, respectively

IS is the length of theIS bond; rIK is the distance between t
mide proton and a remote protonK; vI andvS are the Larmo

requencies of the1H and 15N spins, respectively; andDsI and
sS are the chemical shift anisotropies of the (assumed axia1H
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otor, the spectral density function is given byJ(v) 5 (2/5)tm/
1 1 v2t m

2 ), in which tm is the rotational correlation time of th
olecule. The expressions given forR2I andR2Sinclude the effec
f averaging between in-phase and antiphase operators dur
eriod t (19) and the expressions for all three rate const
ontain contributions from remote protons. The summation
lude all remote protons (K Þ I) in the protein and will depend o
hether the nonexchangeable protons have been replace
euterons. The effects of methyl group rotations and aromati
ips on the amide1H relaxation have not been included
implicity (17).
By the same approach, the summed density operator pr

mmediately prior to acquisition (but including receiver ph
hifts) for the first four steps of the phase cycle is

sP 5 22I y@cos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@RMQ 1 R2I#t!

2 sin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 R2I#t!#

1 2I x@cos~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2@RMQ 1 R2I#t!

1 sin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 R2I#t!#

1 4I y Sz@cos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~22RMQt!

2 sin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 RMQ#t!#

2 4I x Sz@cos~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~22RMQt!

1 sin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 RMQ#t!#.

[10]

he density operator obtained for the last four steps o
hase cycle is

sN 5 22I y@cos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@RMQ 1 R2I#t!

2 sin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 R2I#t!#

2 2I x@cos~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2@RMQ 1 R2I#t!

1 sin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 R2I#t!#

1 4I y Sz@cos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~22RMQt!

2 sin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 RMQ#t!#

1 4I x Sz@cos~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~22RMQt!

1 sin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 RMQ#t!#

[11]

n which sP and sN represent density operators resulting
cho and antiecho signals, respectively.
the
ts
n-

ith
ng

ent
e

e

re acquired and stored separately in the PEP scheme. Th
omponent of the F1 quadrature signal, represented bysR, is
btained by summing the signals represented by Eqs. [10

11] after acquisition:

sR 5 24I y@cos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@RMQ 1 R2I#t!

2 sin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 R2I#t!#

1 8I y Sz@cos~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~22RMQt!

2 sin~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 RMQ#t!#.

[12]

he imaginary component, represented bysI, is obtained by
ubtracting the signals represented by Eqs. [10] and [11]
cquisition:

sI 5 4I x@cos~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~2@RMQ 1 R2I#t!

1 sin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 R2I#t!#

2 8I x Sz@cos~pJNHt1!sin~VNt1!exp~22RMQt!

1 sin~pJNHt1!cos~VNt1!exp~2@R2S 1 RMQ#t!#.

[13]

he above analysis demonstrates that, aside from minor e
ue to possible pulse imperfections, the basic TROSY p
equence provides two equivalent coherence transfer path
eading to the NMR signals of interest. The phase differe
etween the two signal components in the acquisition dim
ion (represented by theI y and I x operators in Eqs. [12] an
13]) is corrected trivially by applying a 90° phase correc
n F2 or by performing equivalent manipulations in the t
omain for one of the two data sets (7). The data set repr
ented bysR is cosine-modulated and the data set represe
y sI is sine-modulated with respect to the15N chemical shif
uring t1. Therefore, the two data sets can be processed b
onventional hypercomplex approach (17, 20) to obtain ab
orption mode lineshapes in both frequency dimensions
ignal-to-noise ratio is identical to that obtained by recor
onventional hypercomplex data using the original eight-
hase cycle and shifting the phase off1 by 90° to obtain eac
ember of the quadrature pair in F1 (1). Consequently, th

otal acquisition time for the sensitivity-enhanced experim
elative to the conventional experiment, is reduced by
ithout affecting sensitivity.
As can be seen in the analysis above, the effects of r

tion are identical for the real and imaginary components o
1 quadrature pair; thus, only the real part needs to be co
red further to illustrate the effects of relaxation during
ROSY refocusing period on the final spectrum. The expo

ial terms in Eq. [12] can be expanded to first order int, under
he assumption that the rates are much less than 1/(4t) (!100
21). The final expression obtained from Eq. [12] is
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2 4~I y 2 2I y Sz!cos@~VN 2 pJNH!t1#e2

2 4~I y 1 2I y Sz!cos@~VN 1 pJNH!t1#e3 [14]

n which

e1 5 1 2 ~2RMQ 1 R2I 1 R2S!t / 2 [15]

e2 5 ~R2S 2 RMQ!t /2

< 2J~0!t @dI S
2 /8 2 cI

2/6 2 O
K

dI K
2 /8# [16]

e3 5 ~RMQ 2 R2I!t /2 5 2J~0!t@2dI S
2 /8 1 cS

2/6# @17#

re the amplitude of the TROSY peak at frequency coordin
VN 1 pJNH, VH 2 pJNH) as reduced by relaxation loss
uring the refocusing period, the amplitude of the multi
omponent at frequency coordinates (VN 2 pJNH, VH 2
JNH), and the amplitude of the multiplet component at (VN 1
JNH, VH 1 pJNH), respectively. The fourth multiplet com
onent at (VN 2 pJNH, VH 1 pJNH) is identically zero to firs
rder. The rightmost expression in Eq. [16] is obtained as

ng that J(0) @ J(vI) for macromolecules. If the relaxatio
ate constantsR2I, R2S, andRMQ are identical, then only th
esired TROSY resonance appears in the spectrum. An

ional resonance with amplitudee2 results from the relaxation
nduced imbalance between the two terms contributing to
mplitude of theI y operator or between the two terms cont
ting to the 2I ySz operator in Eq. [12]; an additional resonan
ith amplitudee3 results from the relaxation-induced imb
nce between theI y and 2I ySz operators in Eq. [12]. At hig
eld, for which TROSY experiments are optimal,dIS

2 /8 '

S
2/6 ' cI

2/6 and RMQ ' R2I. Consequently, the resonan
epresented bye3 is expected to be small in all circumstan
ith an amplitude that depends on the static magnetic
trength. In contrast,R2S 2 RMQ is dominated by the larg
ontribution toRMQ from dipolar interactions with the remo
rotons. Therefore, the amplitude of the multiplet compo
epresented bye2 will depend upon whether the nonexchan
ble protons in the molecule have been replaced by deute
he intensity decay of the desired TROSY signal due
elaxation reflected bye1 also is dominated by the contrib
ions to relaxation from dipolar interactions between the am
roton and remote protons and can be reduced by deuter
In addition to the=2 sensitivity enhancement provid

y the implementation of the PEP methodology, furt
mprovements can be achieved in1H–15N TROSY experi

ents for aqueous samples by modifying the pulse sequ
o avoid water saturation. Since Grzesiek and Bax (21) and
tonehouseet al. (22) initially discussed the advantage

water flip-back” methods that return the water proton m
etization to the1z axis (as defined by the externalB0 field)
t the beginning of the acquisition period, other groups h
eported modifications of various pulse sequences des
es
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ive procedures for water flip-back in HSQC experime
as proposed by Moriet al. (24). The so-called FHSQ
ulse sequence minimizes radiation damping effects, w
an degrade the quality of water suppression, and doe
equire selective 90° water flip-back pulses, which can
roduce unnecessary delays into the pulse sequence.
HSQC sequence, a gradient pulse is applied during the

NEPT segment when the desired coherences are stor
I zSz spin order. This gradient defocuses the transverse2O
agnetization. Subsequently, a second gradient pulse

orresponding period of the reverse INEPT segment
uses the H2O magnetization, and the following1H 90°
ulse returns the magnetization to the1z axis. A crafted1H
80° pulse, such as the common 3–9 –19 composite
25) or variations thereof (26), replaces the final nonsele
ive pulse normally used in the reverse INEPT. The cra
ulse is tuned to provide the necessary excitation bandw

or the amide proton resonances and a null at the2O
requency. In practice this method provides superior
ression of the water signal, compared to the alternativ
lacing the water magnetization along the2z axis with the
nal 1H 90° pulse and rotating it back up to the1z axis with
nonselective1H 180° pulse, because deleterious effect

adiation damping during the reverse INEPT are avoid
Modification of the TROSY experiment to eliminate wa

aturation and leave the water magnetization along the1z axis
t the beginning of the detection period is easily achieve
hown in Fig. 1b, using the same general idea as propos
ori et al. (24). A magnetic field gradient pulse just after

rst 90° 15N pulse causes the solvent magnetization to
ephased during thet1 period; at the end of thet1 period, a
econd gradient pulse of opposite amplitude is used to re
he solvent magnetization. A straightforward vector analys
he subsequent sequence of proton pulses demonstrates t
ater magnetization is returned to the1z axis by the final1H
0° pulse, and is unperturbed by the following application
–9–19 (or similar)1H composite 180° pulse. The origin
ATERGATE-type sequence (27) could also be used in pla

f the 3–9–19 pulse. No gradient is applied when the co
nces of interest are stored as 2I zSz spin order; consequentl
elaxation losses associated with this gradient and eddy cu
ecovery delay in the original pulse sequence of Fig. 1a
voided. If the initialt1 value is set to half of the dwell tim
28), sufficient time may not be available to accommodate
efocusing and refocusing gradient pulses and associated
urrent recovery delays within the initialt1 delay, particularly
or the larger spectral widths necessary at very high mag
eld strengths. The pair of gradient pulses in thet1 period do
ot affect the desired15N single-quantum coherences presen

he end of thet1 period; consequently, the gradient pair sim
an be omitted from the sequence untilt1 has been increment
o a value large enough to encompass the gradients.
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Experimental data to demonstrate the sensitivity improvem
escribed above were recorded using samples of15N-labeled
albindin D9k (4 mM, pH 5.5) in 90% H2O/10% D2O solution and
2H, 15N)-labeled TIM in 90% H2O/10% D2O buffer solution (2
M TIM, 10 mM CD3CO2Na, 0.02% NaN3, pH 5.7). The15N-

abeled calbindin sample was a gift from Dr. Walter Cha
Scripps Research Institute). The (W90Y, W157F) double m
f yeast TIM was overexpressed using theEscherichia colistrain
M105 (Pharmacia) transformed with atac promoter expressio
lasmid (pK223-C, Pharmacia) containing the coding sequ

or the protein. The plasmid was a gift from Dr. Ann McDerm
f Columbia University. The JM105 cells were acclimated
rowth in 67% deuterated media and then the protein was
xpressed using M9 minimal medium (29) containing 1.85 g/L
5NH4Cl, 1% glucose (natural1H and 12C abundance), 1 g/
hiamine, 0.45 g/L biotin, 0.05 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM MgSO4, 0.05
M CuCl2, 125mg/ml ampicillin, and 5 mM IPTG prepared
9% D2O. TIM was purified essentially as described (30) excep

hat cells were lysed by sonication and the final chromatogr
tep was performed using a High-Q ion exchange column
ad). Purified TIM migrated as a single band on SDS–PAGE
MW of 27 kDa and was judged to be.95% pure. Enzymati

ctivity of purified TIM was quantitated according to the met
escribed by Knowles and co-workers (31). Kinetic constants

max andkcat, were identical to values previously published
ild-type and (W90Y, W157F) mutant TIM (not shown) (30, 32).
he extent of deuterium incorporation was determined
ALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (University of Michigan Prot
nd Carbohydrate Structure Facility) to be 45%.
The NMR experiments were performed on INOVA 50

nd 800-MHz spectrometers, and the data processing
erformed using the Felix software package (Molec
imulations, Inc.) and in-house written programs. To
lement the PEP procedure, data are recorded separate

he two halves of the original eight-step phase cycle; i.e.
ach value oft1, a FID is recorded withf1 5 (1y, 2y, 2x,
x), f2 5 1y, f3 5 1x, and f4 5 (1x, 2x, 1y, 2y),

nd then a second FID is recorded withf1 5 (1y, 2y, 2x,
x), f2 5 2y, f3 5 2x, and f4 5 (2x, 1x, 1y, 2y).
rocessing of the PEP sensitivity-enhanced TROSY da
implified if
he hypercomplex method (17, 20) is employed for F1
uadrature detection in a manner identical to that used i
radient-enhanced HSQC experiment proposed by Kaet
l. (11). Two new FIDs are created by taking the sum
ifference of the original data. As shown by Eqs. [12]

13], these new FIDs have pure sine or cosine modula
ith respect tot1. The real and imaginary parts of one F
re swapped, and the new imaginary part is negated, in

o effect a 90° phase shift in the detection (t2) dimension
inally, these two FIDs are used as the complex pair

wo-dimensional Fourier transformation. Quadrature ima
n F1 occur if the two coherence transfer pathways are
ts
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6, 8). The theoretical analysis of the TROSY experim
ndicates that nuclear spin relaxation affects the cosine
ine-modulated components equally, and the absence
uadrature images due to pulse imperfections or othe

ects in spectra acquired and processed in this manne
erified experimentally using the sample of calbindin9k

data not shown).
As mentioned under Theory, the equilibrium15N polar-

zation can contribute to the desired TROSY resonances
mprove sensitivity; therefore care must be taken to en
hat the signals arising from the initial15N polarization are
dditive to those originating from the1H polarization (1). In
ddition, the phases of the proton pulses must be sel
uch that the water magnetization is placed along the1z
xis after the final proton 90° pulse in the water flip-b
xperiment. Unfortunately, due to different conventi
mong spectrometer manufacturers, the RF phases nee
chieve the desired results can differ among instrum
he RF phases listed in Fig. 1 and discussed in the tex
ppropriate for the Varian INOVA spectrometer. The fi
roton 180° pulse has been changed fromx to y, and the
eceiver phase cycling has been altered, compared wit
riginal TROSY sequence reported by Pervushinet al. (1).
or data collection on a Bruker DRX spectrometer,
hase of the second proton 90° pulse should be cha

rom 1y to 2y, and the two four-step receiver phase cyc
hould be changed tof4 5 (1x, 2x, 2y, 1y) and (2x,
x, 2y, 1y).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A contour plot of the1H–15N TROSY spectrum of th
2H, 15N]-labeled protein TIM is presented in Fig. 2; t
ata were acquired with the sensitivity-enhanced, w
ip-back pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1b, and acquis
arameters are given in the legend to Fig. 2. Figure 3 sh
lices taken parallel to the F1 axis from a conventio
ROSY spectrum of TIM (TROSY), the sensitivity-e
anced TROSY spectrum (SE-TROSY), and the sensiti
nhanced, water flip-back TROSY spectrum (SE/
ROSY). All spectra were recorded using the same
cquisition time. The slices are plotted such that the bas
oise has the same amplitude for all three spectra in ord

acilitate visual assessment of the relative sensitivities o
hree experiments.

The average relative signal-to-noise ratios for 53 resona
hosen at random were 1.0, 1.4, and 2.2 for the three sp
espectively. The PEP approach yields the theoretically
ected=2 gain in sensitivity. By avoiding saturation trans

rom water protons, the water flip-back pulse sequence
ides an additional 53% sensitivity gain.
The sensitivity gain afforded by the water flip-back te

ique depends on the length of the recycle delay comp
o the water protonT1 and will be larger for shorter recyc
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elays. The data shown in Fig. 3 were obtained using a
ecycle delay (compared with a water protonT1 of ;4 s).
igure 4 illustrates the sensitivity difference between
E-TROSY and SE/FB-TROSY as a function of the rec
elay. As expected, the SE/FB-TROSY is much more
itive than the SE-TROSY for short recycle delays, but b
xperiments give essentially identical results for rec
elays much greater than the water protonT1. The increas

FIG. 2. 1H–15N TROSY spectrum at 303 K of (W90Y, W157F) doubl
H at nonexchangeable sites. (a) The water flip-back, sensitivity-enhanc1H–
s shown. (b) An expansion of the boxed region in (a) is drawn at a low
esonances. The boxed region extends from 112.7 to 119.3 ppm in F1 a
ontours are drawn in heavy lines in (b). The spectrum was acquired usin
nd (F1, F2) spectral widths of (2500 Hz, 15609.76 Hz). To facilitate co
as achieved by repeating data collection for eacht1 value with RF phasef1 in
f the FIDs prior to Fourier transformation is described in the text.
-s

e
e
n-
h
e

n sensitivity associated with the water flip-back proced
s fairly uniform for different resonances in the spectrum
IM. This is somewhat surprising because amide pro

nvolved in intramolecular hydrogen bonds would be
ected to exchange slowly with solvent. However, the la
olecular mass and long rotational correlation time of T

esults in very effective spin diffusion that transfers sat
ion among protons (33), even in the fractionally deuterat

utant triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) randomly 45% fractionally enric
TROSY spectrum acquired at 800 MHz using the pulse sequence of F

ontour threshold to illustrate the negative multiplet components observsome
from 9.2 to 10.1 ppm in F2. Only positive contours are shown in (a), wh
scans for each recorded FID (16 scans pert1 increment), 320 complext1 increments
arisons with the conventional sequence, quadrature detection in the Fnsion
mented by 90° to provide a hypercomplex data set. The required manip
e m
ed15N

er c
nd
g 4
mp
cre
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olecule. This effect will be reduced in proteins m
ighly enriched in deuterium.
The theoretical analysis of relaxation effects during

ROSY refocusing period indicates that the differences am

FIG. 3. Sensitivity of TROSY spectra. One-dimensional slices paralle
nd sensitivity-enhanced water flip-back TROSY (SE/FB-TROSY) spect

he same parameters as for the SE/FB-TROSY spectrum depicted in F
ddition of the two FIDs recorded for each value off1 andt1. Slices are tak

s identical for each slice in (a) and for each slice in (b) to facilitate se
ertically to show the noise levels in the spectra in (a). The region betw
llustrate the weak negative multiplet component at (VH 2 pJNH, VN 2 pJN

FIG. 4. Effect of recycle delay length on TROSY spectra. The s
ensitivity-enhanced water flip-back TROSY spectra of TIM are shown
e
g

he relaxation rate constants for1H single-quantum coherenc
5N single-quantum coherence, and multiple-quantum co
nce can result in the appearance of additional resonan

he frequencies of undesired spin multiplet components.

the F1 axis are shown for the TROSY, sensitivity-enhanced TROSY (SE
f TIM. Conventional and sensitivity-enhanced TROSY spectra were acqsing
2. The conventional TROSY spectrum was obtained from the SE-TRO

at (a) 8.82 ppm and (b) 9.42 ppm. The spectra are scaled so that the no
ivity comparisons. The baseline regions between 110 and 115 ppm arnded
113 and 116 ppm is expanded vertically for the SE/FB-TROSY spectro

corresponding to amplitude factore2.

al intensities in the first FIDs of the (top) sensitivity-enhanced and
a function of the recycle delay ranging from 1 to 16 s.
l to
ra o
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argest additional component is predicted to occur at (VN 2
JNH, VH 2 pJNH) with amplitudee2, and is negative as lon
s RMQ . R2. This resonance is visible for a subset of
ignals in the TROSY spectrum of TIM, as shown in Fig.
nd in Fig. 3b. The smaller of the additional multiplet com
ents is predicted to occur at (VN 1 pJNH, VH 1 pJNH) with

FIG. 5. TROSY spectrum of calbindin D9k at 303 K. (a) A section of th
ater flip-back, sensitivity-enhanced1H–15N TROSY spectrum acquired
00 MHz using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1b is shown to illustrate res
ultiplet components originating from relaxation-induced imbalance d

he TROSY refocusing period. Positive contours are shown as thin line
egative contours are shown as heavy lines. The spectrum was acquire
scans for each recorded FID (16 scans pert1 increment), 256 complext1

ncrements, and (F1, F2) spectral widths of (1600 Hz, 12527.4 Hz). Th
hasef1 was incremented by 90° to achieve F1 quadrature detection.
lice parallel to the F1 axis at F25 9.97 ppm is shown to illustrate the negat
ultiplet at frequency coordinates (VH 2 pJNH, VN 2 pJNH) correspondin

o amplitude factore2. (c) A slice parallel to the F2 axis at F15 129.7 ppm is
rovided to show the weak multiplet at frequency coordinates (VH 1 pJNH,

N 1 pJNH) corresponding to amplitude factore3. The region between 10
nd 10.5 ppm is expanded vertically to show the negative multiplet comp
ore clearly.
-

. Equation [16] predicts thate2 is larger for fully protonate
olecules, and Eq. [17] predicts thate3 is larger at lowe
agnetic fields. Figure 5 illustrates a subsection of the TR

pectrum acquired at 500 MHz for15N-labeled calbindin D9k.
oth the large negative resonance at (VN 2 pJNH, VH 2
JNH) and the weak negative resonance at (VN 1 pJNH, VH 1
JNH) can be observed. The relaxation rate constants a
Hz for 15N-labeled calbindin D9k were estimated from Eq

5]–[9] using tm 5 4.25 ns andr IS 5 1.02 Å, r IK obtained
rom the atomic coordinates of the molecule (PDB file 2b

I 5 216 ppm, andsS 5 2160 ppm (1). The calculate
alues ofR2I 5 22.6 s21, R2S5 10.0 s21, andRMQ 5 19.2 s21

ield e1 5 0.81,e2 5 20.025, ande3 5 20.009. The relativ
ntensities of the additional multiplet components comp
ith the TROSY resonance aree2/e1 5 20.031 ande3/e1 5
0.011. As can be seen, the calculated intensities pr

he signs and qualitative magnitudes of the two additi
ultiplet components. In some instances, for example, th
imensional NOESY spectra of protonated molecules in w
ROSY techniques are used for spectral editing, the neg
ultiplet components may interfere with accurate quantifica

CONCLUSION

The recently developed TROSY technique (1) utilizes inter-
erence between the DD and CSA relaxation mechanism
btain substantially increased resolution and sensitivity in1H–
5N heteronuclear correlation spectra of large biological m
omolecules at very high static magnetic fields. As dem
trated herein, by implementing the PEP and water flip-
chemes in the TROSY pulse sequence, the sensitivity o
xperiment is increased by more than=2, which correspond

o a reduction in experimental acquisition time by more th
actor of 2. The increased sensitivity per unit time will
aluable particularly for large macromolecules and molec
f limited solubility or stability. The twofold shorter pha
ycle that can be used with the PEP scheme also facil
ncorporation of the TROSY method in other more comp
hree- and four-dimensional experiments.
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